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We investigate the use of inexact solves for interpolatory model
reduction and consider associated perturbation effects on the
underlying model reduction problem. We give bounds on system
perturbations induced by inexact solves and relate this to termina-
tion criteria for iterative solution methods. We show that when a
Petrov–Galerkin framework is employed for the inexact solves, the
associated reduced order model is an exact interpolatory model for
a nearby full-order system; thus demonstrating backward stability.
We also give evidence that for H2-optimal interpolation points, in-
terpolatory model reduction is robust with respect to perturbations
due to inexact solves. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
direct use of inexact solves in optimal H2 approximation. The re-
sult is an effective model reduction strategy that is applicable in
realistically large-scale settings.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The simulation of dynamical systems constitutes a basic framework for themodeling and control of
many complex phenomena of interest in science and industry. The need for ever greatermodel fidelity
often leads to computational tasks that make unmanageably large demands on resources. Efficient
model utilization becomes a critical consideration in such large-scale problem settings and motivates
the development of strategies for model reduction.
We consider here linear time invariant multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) systems that have a state
space form (in the Laplace transform domain) as
Find v̂(s) such thatK(s) v̂(s) = B(s)û(s), then ŷ(s) def= C(s) v̂(s). (1)
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Table 1
Examples of generalized coprime system realizations.
Descriptor systems C(sE − A)−1B (E possibly singular)
Delay systems (e−s τout C)(sI − A0 − e−s τsysA1)−1(e−s τιnpB)
Second order systems (sC1 + C0)(s2M + sG + K)−1B
Weighted systems Wo(s)C(sI − A)−1BWι(s)
Here, û(s) and ŷ(s) denote Laplace-transformed system inputs and outputs, respectively; v̂(s) repre-
sents the internal system state. We assume that C(s) ∈ Cp×n and B(s) ∈ Cn×m are analytic in the
right half plane; and thatK(s) ∈ Cn×n is analytic and full rank throughout the right half plane. Solving
for ŷ(s) in terms of û(s), we obtain
ŷ(s) = C(s)K(s)−1B(s)û(s) = H(s)û(s). (2)
This representation of the transfer function,
H(s) = C(s)K(s)−1B(s), (3)
we refer to as a generalized coprime realization. Standardfirst-order descriptor system realizations,with
H(s) = C (sE − A)−1 B for constant matrices E, A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, and C ∈ Rp×n evidently fit
this pattern with C(s) = C,B(s) = B, andK(s) = sE− A. However, many dynamical systems can be
described more naturally with generalized coprime realizations. For example, a system that includes
internal system delays as well as transmission/propagation delays in its input and output could be
described with a model
Ex˙(t) = A0 x(t) + A1 x(t − τsys) + B u(t − τιnp), y(t) = C x(t − τout) (4)
for τsys, τιnp, τout > 0, and E, A0, A1 ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m and C ∈ Rp×n. Taking the Laplace
transformation of (4) yields the transfer function
H(s) = C(s)K(s)−1B(s) =
(
e−s τout C
) (
s E − A0 − e−s τsys A1
)−1 (
e−s τιnp B
)
,
which has the form of (3). The form of (3) can accommodate greater generality than this, of course,
including memory convolution involving higher derivatives, second and higher-order polynomial dif-
ferential equations, systems described via integro-differential equations, and systems where state
variables may be coupled through infinite dimensional subsystems (possibly modeling internal prop-
agation or diffusion). See Table 1 for other examples and [6] for further discussion.
In many applications, the state space dimension, n, is too large for efficient system simulation and
control computation, so the cases of interest for us here have state space dimension vastly larger than
input and output dimensions: n  m, p. See [19] for a recent collection of such benchmark problems.
The goal is to produce a reduced system that will have approximately the same response (output)
as the original system for any given input u(t). For a given reduced-order r  n, we construct reduced
order models through a Petrov–Galerkin approximation of (1): Select full rank matrices Vr ∈ Rn×r
andWr ∈ Rn×r . For any input, u(t), the reduced system output, yr(t), is then defined (in the Laplace
transform domain) as:
Find v̂(s) ∈ Ran(Vr) such thatWTr (K(s) v̂(s) −B(s)û(s)) = 0 (5)
then ŷr(s)
def= C(s) v̂(s), (6)
which defines the reduced transfer function as,
Hr(s) = Cr(s)Kr(s)−1Br(s), (7)
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where
Kr(s) = WTrK(s)Vr ∈ Cr×r, Br(s) = WTrB(s) ∈ Cr×m,
and Cr(s) = C(s)Vr ∈ Cp×r . (8)
2. Interpolatory model reduction
Interpolatory reduced order models are designed to exactly reproduce certain system response
components that result from inputs having specified frequency content and growth. The approach has
been described for standard first-order system realizations in [13,2,11,3] and extended to generalized
coprime realizations in [6]. We summarize the basic elements of this approach below.
Asetofpoints {μi}ri=1 ⊂ Cand (nontrivial) directionvectors {ci}ri=1 ⊂ Cp constitute left tangential
interpolation data for the reduced model,Hr(s), if
cTiH(μi) = cTiHr(μi) for each i = 1, . . . , r. (9)
Likewise,
{
σj
}r
j=1, and associated directions
{
bj
}r
j=1 ⊂ Cm, constitute right tangential interpolation
data for the reduced model,Hr(s), if
H(σj)bj = Hr(σj)bj for each j = 1, . . . , r. (10)
Given left and right tangential interpolating data, interpolatorymodel reductionmay be implemented
by first solving the linear systems:
Findwi such thatw
T
i K(μi) = cTi C(μi) for i = 1, . . . , r, and (11)
find vi such thatK(σj)vj = B(σj)bj for j = 1, . . . , r. (12)
We assume that the two point sets {μi}ri=1 and
{
σj
}r
j=1 each consist of r distinct points and that
the vectors {v1, . . . , vr} and {w1, . . . , wr} are linearly independent sets. These vectors constitute
“primitive bases" for the subspaces Vr = span{v1, . . . , vr} andWr = span{w1, . . . , wr}. Define the
associated matrices:
Vr = [ v1, . . . , vr ] =
[
K(σ1)
−1
B(σ1)b1, . . . , K(σr)
−1
B(σr)br
]
, (13)
WTr =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
wT1
...
wTr
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cT1C(μ1)K(μ1)
−1
...
cTrC(μr)K(μr)
−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (14)
The reduced model,Hr(s), as defined in (7) and (8) using Vr andWr from (13) and (14), interpolates
H(s) at the 2r points {μi}ri=1 and
{
σj
}r
j=1, in respective output directions {ci}ri=1 and input directions{
bj
}r
j=1; that is, conditions (9) and (10) are satisfied. Ifμk = σk for some k then first order bitangential
moments match as well:
cTk H
′(μk) bk = cTk H′r(μk) bk.
Interpolation of higher order derivatives ofH(s) can be accomplished with similar constructions as
well; see [6,3] and references therein.
For large-scale settings withmillions of degrees of freedom, interpolatory model reduction has be-
come themethod of choice since it does not require densematrix operations; themajor computational
cost lies in solving the (often sparse) linear systems in (11) and (12). This contrastswithGramian-based
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model reduction approaches such as balanced truncation [25,24], optimal Hankel norm approxima-
tion [12] and singular perturbation approximation [21] where large-scale Lyapunov equations need
to be solved. Moreover, these computational advantages have been enhanced for standard first order
state-space realizations by strategies for optimal selection of tangential interpolation data, see [16].
2.1. Inexact interpolatory model reduction
Thebasic framework for interpolatorymodel reductionpresumes that thekeyEqs. (11) and (12)may
be solved exactly or nearly so, at least to an accuracy associatedwithmachine precision. Direct solution
methods, employing sparse factorization strategies, for example, are capable of handling systems of
significantly large order. However since the need for ever greater modeling detail and fidelity can
drive system order to the order of millions, the use of direct solvers for the linear systems (11) and
(12) often becomes infeasible and iterative methods must be employed that terminate with possibly
coarse approximate solutions to the linear systems. We consider and evaluate issues related to these
approaches here.
Suppose {̂v1, . . . , v̂r} and {ŵ1, . . . , ŵr} are linearly independent sets inCn and define
V̂r = [ v̂1, . . . , v̂r ] ŴTr =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ŵT1
...
ŵTr
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (15)
ŵi and v̂j will be viewed as approximate solutions to the linear systems (11) and (12) and accordingly
we will refer to them as “inexact" solutions to (11) and (12). Nonetheless, unless otherwise stated,
these vectors can be any arbitrarily chosen linearly independent vectors inCn.
Define residuals, ξ i and ηj , corresponding to ŵi and v̂j , as
ξ i = K(μi)T ŵi − C(μi)T ci and ηj = K(σj )̂vj −B(σj)bj. (16)
The deviations from the corresponding exact solutions are then
δwi = ŵi − wi = K(μi)−T ξ i and δvj = v̂j − vj = K(σj)−1 ηj. (17)
The resulting (inexact) basis matrices destined for use in a reduced order model are
Ŵr = Wr + [δw1, . . . , δwr] (18)
V̂r = Vr + [δv1, . . . , δvr] . (19)
Define reduced order maps associated with these inexact bases:
̂Kr(s) = ŴTrK(s)V̂r, ̂Br(s) = ŴTrB(s), and ̂Cr(s) = C(s)V̂r, (20)
together with the associated inexact reduced order transfer function
̂Hr(s) = ̂Cr(s)̂Kr(s)−1̂Br(s).
Notice that we are free to make any choice for bases for the subspaces, V̂r and Ŵr , in defining ̂Hr(s);
no change in the definition of (20) is necessary. As a practical matter, it is generally prudent to choose
well conditioned bases in computation.
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3. Forward error
3.1. Interpolation error
Inexactness in the solution of the key linear systems (11) and (12) produces a computed reduced
order transfer function, ̂Hr(s) that no longer interpolatesH(s); typically, the reduced order system
response will no longer match any component of the full-order system response at any of the com-
plex frequencies {μi}ri=1 and {σi}ri=1 that have been specified. How much response error has been
introduced at these points?
The particular realization taken for a transfer function can create innate sensitivities to perturba-
tions associated with that representation. Define perturbed transfer functions,
HδB(s) = C(s)K(s)−1(B(s) + δB) and HδC(s) = (C(s) + δC)K(s)−1B(s).
In discussing perturbations in system response caused by δBand δCat s = σ , it is natural to introduce
the following quantities:
condB(H(σ )) = ‖C(σ )K(σ )
−1‖ ‖B(σ )‖
‖H(σ )‖
condC(H(σ )) = ‖C(σ )‖ ‖K(σ )
−1B(σ )‖
‖H(σ )‖
to be condition numbers of the transfer function response, by way of analogy to the condition number of
algebraic linear systems. (Unless otherwise noted, normswill always refer to the Euclidean 2-norm for
vectors or the naturally induced spectral norm for matrices). It is straightforward to show that these
quantities measure the relative sensitivity of the system with respect to perturbations in B and C,
respectively:
‖HδB(σ ) −H(σ )‖
‖H(σ )‖  condB(H(σ ))
‖δB‖
‖B(σ )‖ and
‖HδC(σ ) −H(σ )‖
‖H(σ )‖  condC(H(σ ))
‖ δC‖
‖C(σ )‖ .
For values of s such thatKr(s) and ̂Kr(s) are nonsingular, define the matrix-valued functions,
Pr(s) = K(s)VrKr(s)−1WTr , Qr(s) = VrKr(s)−1 WTrK(s),
̂Pr(s) = K(s)V̂r ̂Kr(s)−1ŴTr , and ̂Qr(s) = V̂r ̂Kr(s)−1 ŴTrK(s) (21)
where defined, Pr(s), Qr(s), ̂Pr(s), and ̂Qr(s) are differentiable (indeed, analytic) with respect to s,
having derivatives that satisfy:
and
̂P
′
r(s) =
(
I − ̂Pr
)
K′(s)K(s)−1̂Pr
̂Q
′
r(s) = ̂QrK(s)−1K′(s)
(
I − ̂Qr
) (22)
with equivalent expressions forP′r(s) andQ′r(s).Wewillmake a series of observations about properties
of ̂Pr(s) and ̂Qr(s) which will have immediately apparent parallels to properties for Pr(s) andQr(s).
Observe first that ̂P
2
r = ̂Pr and ̂Q2r = ̂Qr so both ̂Pr(s) and ̂Qr(s) are skew projectors. These
projectors are of interest because the pointwise error in the transfer function can be expressed as
H(s) − ̂Hr(s) = C(s)
(
K(s)−1 − V̂r ̂Kr(s)−1ŴTr
)
B(s)
= C(s)K(s)−1 (I − ̂Pr(s))B(s).
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Similarly,
H(s) − ̂Hr(s) = C(s) (I − ̂Qr(s))K(s)−1B(s)
and
H(s) − ̂Hr(s) = C(s) (I − ̂Qr(s))K(s)−1 (I − ̂Pr(s))B(s).
The derivative of this last expression can be computed with the aid of (22) and observing
K(s)−1̂Pr(s) = ̂Qr(s)K(s)−1:
H
′(s) − ̂H′r(s) =
d
ds
[
C(s)K(s)−1
] (
I − ̂Pr(s))B(s) (23)
+ C(s) (I − ̂Qr(s)) d
ds
[
K(s)−1B(s)
]
− C(s) (I − ̂Qr(s)) d
ds
[
K(s)−1
] (
I − ̂Pr(s))B(s).
We introduce the following (s-dependent) subspaces:
Pr(s) = Ran Pr(s) = RanK(s)Vr, Qr(s) = Ker
(
WTrK(s)
)⊥
,
P̂r(s) = Ran ̂Pr(s) = RanK(s)V̂r, Q̂r(s) = Ker
(
Ŵ
T
rK(s)
)⊥
,
Bm(s) = RanK(s)−1B(s), Cp(s) = Ker
(
C(s)K(s)−1
)⊥
.
̂Pr(s) maps vectors inC
n onto P̂r(s) along Ŵ⊥r and ̂Qr maps vectors inCn onto V̂r along Q̂r(s)⊥.
Given two subspaces ofCn, sayM andN , we express the proximity of one to the other in terms of
the angle between the subspaces, (M,N ) ∈ [0, π
2
] defined as
sup
x∈M
inf
y∈N
‖y − x‖
‖x‖ = sin(M,N ).
(M,N ) is the largest canonical angle betweenM and a “closest” subspace N̂ ofN having dimension
equal to dimM. Notice that if dimN < dimM then (M,N ) = π
2
and (M,N ) = 0 if and only if
M ⊂ N . (M,N ) is asymmetrically defined with respect toM and N , however if dimN = dimM
then(M,N ) = (N ,M). IfM andN denote orthogonal projectors ontoM andN , respectively,
then sin(M,N ) = ‖(I −M)N‖.
The spectral norm of a skew projector can be expressed in terms of the angle between its range and
cokernel [27]. In particular,
‖̂Pr(s)‖ = ‖I − ̂Pr(s)‖ = 1
cos(P̂r(s), Ŵr)
, (24)
‖̂Qr(s)‖ = ‖I − ̂Qr(s)‖ = 1
cos(Q̂r(s), V̂r)
. (25)
Theorem 3.1. Given the full-order model H(s) = C(s)K(s)−1B(s), interpolation points {σj} ⊂ C,
{μi} ⊂ C and corresponding tangential directions, {bj} ⊂ Cm and {ci} ⊂ Cp, let the inexact interpolatory
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reduced model ̂Hr(s) = ̂Cr(s)̂Kr(s)−1̂Br(s) be constructed as defined in (15)-(20). The (tangential)
interpolation error at μi and σj is
‖̂Hr(σj)bj −H(σj)bj‖
‖H(σj)bj‖  condB(H(σj)bj)
sin
(
Cp(σj), Ŵr
)
cos
(
P̂r(σj), Ŵr
) ‖ηj‖‖B(σj)bj‖ , (26)
‖cTi ̂Hr(μi) − cTiH(μi)‖
‖cTiH(μi)‖
 condC(cTiH(μi))
sin
(
Bm(μi), V̂r
)
cos
(
Q̂r(μi), V̂r
) ‖ξ i‖‖cTi C(μi)‖ . (27)
If μi = σi then,
|cTi ̂Hr(μi)bi − cTiH(μi)bi| 
‖K(μi)−1‖ ‖ηi‖ ‖ξ i‖
max
(
cos
(
P̂r(μi), Ŵr
)
, cos
(
Q̂r(μi), V̂r
)) . (28)
and
|cTiH′(μi)bi − cTi ̂H ′r (μi)bi|  M
( ∥∥ηi∥∥
cos(P̂r(μi), Ŵr)
+
∥∥ξ i∥∥
cos
(
Q̂r(μi), V̂r
)
+
∥∥ηi∥∥
cos(P̂r(μi), Ŵr)
∥∥ξ i∥∥
cos
(
Q̂r(μi), V̂r
)) (29)
with M = max(
∥∥∥∥ dds [cTi CK−1]∣∣∣μi
∥∥∥∥ , ∥∥∥∥ dds [K−1Bbi]∣∣∣μi
∥∥∥∥ , ∥∥∥∥ dds [K−1]∣∣∣μi
∥∥∥∥).
Proof. From (17), v̂j = K(σj)−1(B(σj)bj + ηj), which implies then thatK(σj )̂vj = B(σj)bj + ηj ∈
P̂r(σj) and
(
I − ̂Pr(σj)
) (
B(σj)bj + ηj
)
= 0, which may be rearranged to obtain
(
I − ̂Pr(σj)
)
B(σj)bj = −
(
I − ̂Pr(σj)
)
ηj. (30)
Let ̂ be the orthogonal projector taking Cn onto Ŵr = Ker
(
̂Pr(s)
)⊥
. One may directly verify that
I − ̂Pr(s) = (I − ̂) (I − ̂Pr(s)) , and
̂Hr(σj)bj −H(σj)bj = −C(σj)K(σj)−1
(
I − ̂Pr(σj)
)
B(σj)bj
= C(σj)K(σj)−1
(
I − ̂Pr(σj)
)
ηj (31)
= C(σj)K(σj)−1 (I − ̂) (I − ̂Pr(σj)) ηj.
Now suppose  is an orthogonal projector onto Cp(σj). We have then that Ran(I − ) =
Ker(C(σj)K(σj)
−1, so that C(σj)K(σj)−1) = C(σj)K(σj)−1 and
̂Hr(σj)bj −H(σj)bj = C(σj)K(σj)−1 (I − ̂) (I − ̂Pr(σj)) ηj.
Taking norms, we obtain an estimate yielding (26):
‖̂Hr(σj)bj −H(σj)bj‖  ‖ (I − ̂) (C(σj)K(σj)−1)T ‖ · ‖I − ̂Pr(σj)‖ · ‖ηj‖
 ‖C(σj)K(σj)−1‖ · sin
(
Cp(σj), Ŵr
)
cos(P̂r(σj), Ŵr)
· ‖ηj‖
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(27) is shown similarly, noting first that
cTi C(μi)
(
I − ̂Qr(μi)
)
= −ξ Ti
(
I − ̂Qr(μi)
)
. (32)
Defining theorthogonalprojector, ̂, that takesCn onto V̂r = Ran (̂Qr(s)) ,oneobservesnext I−̂Qr(s) =(
I − ̂Qr(s)
) (
I − ̂) so that∥∥∥cTi ̂Hr(μi) − cTiH(μi)∥∥∥ = ‖cTi C(μi) (I − ̂Qr(μi))K(μi)−1B(μi)‖
 ‖ξ Ti
(
I − ̂Qr(μi)
) (
I − ̂)K(μi)−1B(μi)‖
 ‖ξ i‖ · ‖I − ̂Qr(μi)‖ · ‖
(
I − ̂)K(μi)−1B(μi)‖
 ‖K(μi)−1B(μi)‖ · sin
(
Bm(μi), V̂r
)
cos
(
Q̂r(μi), V̂r
) · ‖ξ i‖.
When μi = σi, we have
cTiH(μi)bi − cTi ̂Hr(μi)bi = cTi C(μi)
(
I − ̂Qr(μi))K(μi)−1 (I − ̂Pr(μi))B(μi)bi
= ξ Ti
(
I − ̂Qr(μi))K(μi)−1 (I − ̂Pr(μi)) ηi
=
⎧⎨⎩ ξ
T
i K(μi)
−1 (I − ̂Pr(μi)) ηi, or
ξ Ti
(
I − ̂Qr(μi))K(μi)−1ηi,
leading then to two estimates:
|cTiH(μi)bi − cTi ̂Hr(μi)bi|  ‖ξ i‖ · ‖ηi‖ · ‖K(μi)−1‖ · ‖I − ̂Pr(μi)‖
and
|cTiH(μi)bi − cTi ̂Hr(μi)bi|  ‖ξ i‖ · ‖ηi‖ · ‖K(μi)−1‖ · ‖I − ̂Qr(μi)‖.
These can be combined to yield (28).
The last inequality comes from using (23) with s = μi:
cTiH
′(μi)bi − cTi ̂H′r(μi)bi =
d
ds
[
cTi CK
−1]∣∣∣
μi
(
I − ̂Pr(μi)
)
B(μi)bi
+ cTi C(μi)
(
I − ̂Qr(μi)
) d
ds
[
K
−1
Bbi
]∣∣∣
μi
− cTi C(μi)
(
I − ̂Qr(μi)
) d
ds
[
K
−1]∣∣∣
μi
(
I − ̂Pr(μi)
)
B(μi)bi.
Then from (30), (32), and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
∣∣∣cTiH′(μi)bi − cTi ̂H′r(μi)bi∣∣∣  ∣∣∣∣ d
ds
[
cTi CK
−1]∣∣∣
μi
(
I − ̂Pr(μi)) ηi∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ξ Ti (I − ̂Qr(μi)) d
ds
[
K
−1
Bbi
]∣∣∣
μi
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ξ Ti (I − ̂Qr(μi)) d
ds
[
K
−1]∣∣∣
μi
(
I − ̂Pr(μi)) ηi∣∣∣∣

∥∥∥∥ d
ds
[
cTi CK
−1]∣∣∣
μi
∥∥∥∥ ·
∥∥ηi∥∥
cos(P̂r(μi), Ŵr)
+
∥∥ξ i∥∥
cos
(
Q̂r(μi), V̂r
) · ∥∥∥∥ d
ds
[
K
−1
Bbi
]∣∣∣
μi
∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥ d
ds
[
K
−1]∣∣∣
μi
∥∥∥∥ ·
∥∥ηi∥∥
cos(P̂r(μi), Ŵr)
∥∥ξ i∥∥
cos
(
Q̂r(μi), V̂r
)
which yields the conclusion. 
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Consider the effect of solving (11) and (12) approximately with successively increasing levels of
accuracy that force the residual norms to zero, ‖ηj‖ → 0 and ‖ξ i‖ → 0. The multiplicative behavior
of the error bound (28) with respect to ‖ηj‖ and ‖ξ i‖ contrasts with the additive behavior seen in
(26) and (27) and suggests some potential benefit in using the same interpolation points for both left
and right interpolation, i.e., choosing μi = σi for i = 1, . . . , r. Note that this choice also forces
convergent (bitangential) derivative interpolation as shown in (29). Indeed, choosing μi = σi for
i = 1, . . . , r is a necessary condition for formingH2-optimal interpolatory reduced order models for
first-order descriptor realizations, as we discuss in Section 5 (see also [16]). Beyond this, there can be
notable computational advantages in choosing μi = σi, since the linear systems to be solved in (11)
and (12) then have the same coefficient matrix; allowing one potentially to reuse factorizations and
preconditioners.
Certain applications require the retention of structural properties such as symmetry in passing
fromK to ̂Kr and one is compelled to choose Ŵr = V̂r (“one-sided" model reduction), so the vectors{ŵ1, . . . , ŵr}mightnot be approximate solutions to (11) in theusual sense.Nonetheless, thebehavior
of the interpolation error is still governed by (26) and (27). We explore this in the following numerical
example.
We illustrate the character of the results given in Theorem 3.1, bounding the response error at the
nominal interpolation points caused by inexact solves in (11) and (12). To this end, we consider a delay
differential equation of the form introduced in (4) taking n = 2000,m = p = 1 and τιnp = τout = 0.
The coefficient matrices for the full-order model in (4) were taken from [6]. We construct multiple
reducedmodels all of order r = 3 , solving (11)and (12)withdifferent levelsof accuracy.Wechose three
logarithmically spaced values, σ1 = 0.001, σ2 = 0.0316, σ3 = 1.0, and fixed them as interpolation
points. We then obtained approximate solutions of varying accuracy to (11) and (12) in a manner
described in more detail below, assembled the inexact interpolation basis matrices, V̂r and Ŵr , and
obtained reduced models of order r = 3 having the same internal delay structure as the original
system:
̂Hr(s) = ̂Cr(s)̂Kr(s)−1̂Br(s)
= CV̂r
(
s Ŵ
T
r EV̂r − ŴTr A0V̂r − e−s τsys ŴTr A1V̂r
)−1
Ŵ
T
r B.
Weconsideredboth theusual “two-sided"model reductionprocess that involves approximate solution
of both (11) and (12) and the “one-sided" process that involves approximate solutions only to (12) to
generate V̂r and then assigning Ŵr = V̂r . Linear systems were solved with GMRES terminating with
a final relative residual below a uniform tolerance denoted by ε.
Fig. 1. Behavior of interpolation error and upper bounds vs. ε.
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We generated reduced ordermodels in thisway, varying the relative residual tolerance ε from10−1
down to 10−8. Fig. 1 below shows the resulting interpolation errors |H(σ1) − ̂Hr(σ1)| and bounds
from Eqs. (26) and (28) for one-sided and two-sided cases, respectively, as ε varies. Observe that the
bounds in Theorem 3.1 predict the convergence behavior of the true error quitewell; the rates (slopes)
are matched almost exactly. Note also that the interpolation error decays much faster for two-sided
reduction than for one-sided reduction. Indeed, the ratio of the two errors is close to ε, i.e., for a given
tolerance ε, the interpolation error for two-sided reduction is approximately ε times smaller than the
interpolation error for one-sided reduction.
Analogous results regarding behavior of the bounds and interpolation error are observed at σ2 and
σ3 and so are omitted for brevity.
3.2. Global error bounds
Thus far we have focussed on the extent to which interpolation properties are lost in the computed
reduced models when inexact solves are introduced into the process, considering in effect local error
bounds. Clearly, it is important to understand the effect of inexact solves on the overall global quality
of the reduced order model. There are two commonly used measures for closeness of two conforming
dynamical systems (i.e., those with the same input and output dimensions):
theH2-norm: ‖H− G‖H2 =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
‖H(ιω) − G(ιω)‖2F dω,
theH∞-norm: ‖H− G‖H∞ = max
ω∈R
‖H(ιω) − G(ιω)‖2 .
Since reducedmodels are completely determined by the subspaces, Vr andWr , as shown in (8), we
first evaluate (in Theorem3.2) howmuch inexact interpolatory subspaces, V̂r and Ŵr , can deviate from
the corresponding true subspaces, Vr andWr , as a result of inexact solves. The effect of this deviation
on the resulting model reduction (forward) error will be shown in Theorem 3.3. In this way, we are
able to connect model reduction error to observable quantities that are associatedwith inexact solves,
such as the relative stopping criterion ε.
Theorem 3.2. Let the columns of Vr and V̂r be exact and approximate solutions to (12) and the columns
ofWr and Ŵr be exact and approximate solutions to (11). Suppose approximate solutions are computed to
a relative residual tolerance of ε > 0, so that ‖ηi‖  ε‖B(σi)bi‖ and ‖ξ i‖  ε ‖C(μi)T ci‖, where the
residuals ηi and ξ i are defined in (16).
Denoting the associated subspaces as Vr , V̂r ,Wr and Ŵr then
sin(V̂r, Vr) 
ε
√
r
ςmin(V̂rDv)
, (33)
sin(Ŵr, Wr) 
ε
√
r
ςmin(ŴrDw)
(34)
where Dv and Dw are diagonal scaling matrices defined as
Dv = diag
(
(‖K(σ1)−1‖ ‖B(σ1)b1‖)−1, . . . , (‖K(σr)−1‖ ‖B(σr)br‖)−1
)
and
Dw = diag
(
(‖K(μ1)−1‖ ‖C(μ1)T c1‖)−1, . . . , (‖K(μr)−1‖ ‖C(μr)T cr‖)−1
)
and ςmin(M) denotes the smallest singular value of the matrixM.
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Proof.We prove (33). The proof of (34) is similar.
Write V̂r = Vr + Ewith E = [K(σ1)−1η1, . . . ,K(σr)−1ηr]. Then
sin(V̂r, Vr) = max
vˆ∈V̂r
min
v∈Vr
‖v − vˆ‖
‖vˆ‖
= max
xi
min
zi
‖∑ri=1 ziK(σi)−1B(σi)bi −∑ri=1 xiv̂i‖
‖∑ri=1 xiv̂i‖
= max
xi
min
zi
‖∑ri=1(zi − xi)K(σi)−1B(σi)bi − xiK(σi)−1ηi‖
‖∑ri=1 xiv̂i‖
 max
xi
‖∑ri=1 xiK(σi)−1ηi‖
‖∑ri=1 xiv̂i‖ = maxx
‖Ex‖
‖V̂rx‖ = maxx
‖EDx‖
‖V̂rDx‖ ,
where D = diag(d1, . . . , dr) is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries, di > 0, that are fixed but for the
moment unspecified.
Note that
‖EDx‖  ‖ED‖ ‖x‖  √r ‖x‖ max
i
(
di‖K(σi)−1ηi‖
)

√
r ‖x‖ max
i
(
di‖K(σi)−1‖ ‖ηi‖
)
.
Thus we have,
sin(V̂r, Vr) 
√
r
maxi
(
di‖K(σi)−1‖ ‖ηi‖
)
minx
(‖V̂rDx‖/‖x‖) =
√
r
maxi
(
di‖K(σi)−1‖ ‖ηi‖
)
ςmin(V̂rD)
. (35)
This bound is valid for any choice of diagonal scalings, D, so we can minimize the right hand side of
(35) with respect to d1, . . . , dr . The Column Equilibration Theorem of van der Sluis [28] asserts that
the optimal choice of d1, . . . , dr is such that di‖K(σi)−1‖ ‖ηi‖ = C, independent of i = 1, . . . , r. If
inexact solves terminate with residuals satisfying ‖ηi‖ ≈ ε ‖B(σi)bi‖ then we may take C = ε and
di =
(
‖K(σi)−1‖ ‖B(σi)bi‖
)−1
to achieve the best bound possible with the information given. This
leads to (33). 
As a practical matter, the column scalings used in (33) and (34)will not be computationally feasible
in realistic settings. If instead we scale the columns of V̂r and Ŵr to have unit norm (cheap !) —
taking D˜v = diag (1/‖̂v1‖, . . . , 1/‖̂vr‖) and D˜w = diag (1/‖ŵ1‖, . . . , 1/‖ŵr‖), the bound for (33)
degrades to
sin(V̂r, Vr)  max
i
κ2 (K(σi), v̂i)
ε
√
r
ςmin(V̂rD˜v)
,
where κ2 (K(σi), v̂i) = ‖K(σi)
−1‖ ‖B(σi)bi‖
‖̂vi‖ > 1 is the condition number of the linear system (12). A
similar expression holds for sin(Ŵr, Wr). Inmany cases, these condition numbers have onlymodest
magnitude and the bounds (33) and (34) remain descriptive.
Theorem 3.3. Let the columns of Vr and V̂r be exact and approximate solutions to (12) and the columns
of Wr and Ŵr be exact and approximate solutions to (11). Let the associated subspaces be denoted as Vr ,
V̂r ,Wr and Ŵr and the associated reduced order systems be denoted asHr(s) (exact) and ̂Hr(s) (inexact).
Then
‖Hr − ̂Hr‖H∞
1
2
(‖Hr‖H∞ + ‖̂Hr‖H∞ )  M max
(
sin(V̂r, Vr), sin(Ŵr, Wr)
)
,
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where
M = 2 max
(
max
ω∈R condC(Hr(ιω))
min
ω∈R cos(Q̂r(ιω), V̂r)
,
max
ω∈R condB(̂Hr(ιω))
min
ω∈R cos(Pr(ιω), Wr)
)
and
condB(̂Hr(s)) = ‖
̂Cr(s)̂Kr(s)
−1ŴTr ‖ ‖B(s)‖
‖̂Hr(s)‖
condC(Hr(s)) = ‖C(s)‖ ‖VrKr(s)
−1Br(s)‖
‖Hr(s)‖ .
Proof. Note that for all s ∈ C for whichHr and ̂Hr are both analytic,
‖Hr(s) − ̂Hr(s)‖ = ‖C(s)
(
VrKr(s)
−1WTr − V̂r ̂Kr(s)−1ŴTr
)
B(s)‖
= ‖C(s) (Qr(s) − ̂Qr(s))K(s)−1B(s)‖
= ‖C(s) ((I − ̂Qr(s))Qr(s) − ̂Qr(s) (I − Qr(s)))K(s)−1B(s)‖.
So,
‖Hr(s) − ̂Hr(s)‖  ‖C(s) (I − ̂Qr(s))Qr(s)K(s)−1B(s)‖
+ ‖C(s)̂Qr(s) (I − Qr(s))K(s)−1B(s)‖
 ‖C(s) (I − ̂Qr(s))Qr(s)K(s)−1B(s)‖
+ ‖C(s)K(s)−1̂Pr(s) (I − Pr(s))B(s)‖
 ‖C(s) (I − ̂Qr(s)) (I − ̂)Qr(s)K(s)−1B(s)‖
+ ‖C(s)K(s)−1̂Pr(s) ̂ (I −) (I − Pr(s))B(s)‖
 ‖C(s)‖ ∥∥I − ̂Qr(s)∥∥ ∥∥(I − ̂)∥∥ ‖Qr(s)K(s)−1B(s)‖
+ ‖C(s)K(s)−1̂Pr(s)‖ ‖̂ (I −) ‖ ‖I − Pr(s)‖ ‖B(s)‖
 ‖C(s)‖ sin(V̂r, Vr)
cos(Q̂r(s), V̂r)
‖Qr(s)K(s)−1B(s)‖
+ ‖C(s)K(s)−1̂Pr(s)‖ sin(Ŵr, Wr)
cos(Pr(s), Wr)
‖B(s)‖
 condC(Hr(s))
sin(V̂r, Vr)
cos(Q̂r(s), V̂r)
‖Hr(s)‖
+ ‖̂Hr(s)‖ sin(Ŵr, Wr)
cos(Pr(s), Wr)
condB(̂Hr(s)).
Maximizing over s = ιω with ω ∈ R gives
‖Hr − ̂Hr‖H∞  max
ω∈R
condC(Hr(ιω))
sin(V̂r, Vr)
min
ω∈R cos(Q̂r(s), V̂r)
‖Hr‖H∞
+ max
ω∈R
condB(̂Hr(ιω))
sin(Ŵr, Wr)
min
ω∈R cos(Pr(s), Wr)
‖̂Hr‖H∞
which leads immediately to the conclusion. 
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Table 2
The relative error
∥∥Hr −̂Hr∥∥H∞∥∥Hr∥∥H∞ as ε varies.
ε H2-optimal {σi} Ad hoc {σi}
10−1 7.22 × 10−1 5.05 × 10−1
10−2 2.00 × 10−1 1.64 × 10−1
10−3 4.27 × 10−2 4.11 × 10−1
10−4 1.07 × 10−2 2.38 × 10−1
10−5 2.76 × 10−4 5.62 × 10−1
10−6 2.56 × 10−5 2.13 × 10−2
10−7 2.91 × 10−6 3.52 × 10−3
10−8 1.51 × 10−7 6.18 × 10−5
10−9 2.07 × 10−8 1.76 × 10−5
10−10 2.17 × 10−9 5.15 × 10−6
3.3. Illustrative examples
The process to bemodeled arises in coolingwithin a rollingmill and ismodeled as boundary control
of a two dimensional heat equation. A finite element discretization results in a descriptor system of
the form
Ex˙(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), y(t) = Cx(t),
where A, E ∈ R5177×5177, B ∈ R5177×7, C ∈ R6×5177. For simplicity, we focus on a SISO full-order
subsystem that relates the sixth input to the second output. For details regarding the modeling, dis-
cretization, optimal control design, and model reduction, see [8,9].
We showthe results of interpolatorymodel reductionusing an adhoc choice of interpolationpoints:
6 logarithmically spacedpoints between100.5 and10; andanH2-optimal choiceof interpolationpoints
obtained by the method of [16]. For each case, we reduce the system order to r = 6 using first exact
interpolatorymodel reduction (i.e., the linear systems are solved directly) and thenwith inexactmodel
reductionwithvaryingchoicesof terminationcriteria. The resulting reduced-ordermodels aredenoted
byHr(s) and ̂Hr(s), respectively.
To see the effect of the choice of interpolation points on the underlying model reduction problem,
we vary the relative residual termination tolerance, ε between 10−1 and 10−10 and show how quickly
̂Hr(s) converges toHr(s) for both the ad hoc selection and the H2-optimal selection of interpolation
points. Table 2 shows the relative H∞ error between ̂Hr(s) and Hr(s) as ε decreases. For the H2-
optimal choice of interpolation points, ̂Hr(s) converges toHr(s) as ε decreases, for the ad hoc choice
of points, there is almost no improvement in accuracy until ε = 10−6.
The behavior exhibited in Table 2 becomes clearer once we inspect the subspace angles between
the exact interpolatory subspaces Vr , Wr and the inexact ones V̂r and Ŵr . Table 3 shows the sine of
the angle between the exact and inexact interpolatory subspaces as ε varies. While the gap decreases
significantly as ε decreases for anH2-optimal selection of interpolation points, there is amuch smaller
improvement in the gapwith respect to ε for an ad hoc choice of points. This behaviorwill be re-visited
inmore detail in Section 4.2 revealing that theH2-optimal (or good) interpolation points are expected
to produce reduced order models that are more robust with respect to perturbations due to inexact
solves.
4. Backward error
Instead of seeking bounds on how much an inexactly computed reduced model differs from an
exactly computed counterpart, onemayviewan inexactly computed reducedordermodel as anexactly
computed reduced order model of a perturbed full-order system. That is, we wish to find a full-order
system
˜H(s) = ˜C(s)˜K(s)−1˜B(s) (36)
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Table 3
r = 6; sin(Vr , V̂r) and sin(Wr , V̂r) as ε varies.
sin(Vr , V̂r) sin(Wr , Ŵr)
ε H2-optimal {σi} ad hoc {σi} H2-optimal {σi} ad hoc {σi}
10−1 9.85 × 10−1 9.99 × 10−1 9.99 × 10−1 9.99 × 10−1
10−2 1.99 × 10−1 9.99 × 10−1 9.97 × 10−1 9.93 × 10−1
10−3 2.36 × 10−2 9.99 × 10−1 4.87 × 10−1 9.83 × 10−1
10−4 4.39 × 10−3 9.60 × 10−1 6.38 × 10−2 9.99 × 10−1
10−5 2.72 × 10−4 5.80 × 10−1 7.09 × 10−3 7.20 × 10−1
10−6 2.90 × 10−5 4.57 × 10−2 9.88 × 10−4 1.19 × 10−1
10−7 3.46 × 10−6 6.90 × 10−3 6.87 × 10−5 2.00 × 10−2
10−8 3.85 × 10−7 7.92 × 10−4 6.71 × 10−6 2.26 × 10−3
10−9 3.63 × 10−8 1.01 × 10−4 9.16 × 10−7 2.60 × 10−4
10−10 2.71 × 10−9 1.28 × 10−5 6.35 × 10−8 3.10 × 10−5
so that the inexactly computed reduced model for H(s) = C(s)K(s)−1B(s) would be an exactly
computed interpolatory reduced model for ˜H(s). Given left and right tangential interpolation data as
in (9) and (10) that has contributed toward producing the inexactly computed interpolatory reduced
model ̂Hr(s), find ˜H(s) as in (36) so that
cTi
˜H(μi) = cTi ̂Hr(μi) for i = 1, . . . , r, and
˜H(σj)bj = ̂Hr(σj)bj for j = 1, . . . , r
and so that ̂Hr could have been computed from the perturbed system ˜H from the given tangential
interpolation data via an exact computation. Specifically, given computed (inexact) projecting bases
V̂r = [ v̂1, . . . , v̂r ] ŴTr =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ŵT1
...
ŵTr
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
as in (15), and a resulting (inexact) reduced order coprime realization
̂Hr(s) = ̂Cr(s)̂Kr(s)−1̂Br(s),
find a full-order system ˜H(s) = ˜C(s)˜K(s)−1˜B(s) so that left and right interpolation conditions hold:
cTi
˜C(μi) = ŵTi ˜K(μi) for i = 1, . . . , r, (37)
˜K(σj )̂vj = ˜B(σj)bj for j = 1, . . . , r, (38)
and so that
̂Kr(s) = ŴTr ˜K(s)V̂r, ̂Br(s) = ŴTr˜B(s), and ̂Cr(s) = ˜C(s)V̂r . (39)
There (typically) will be an infinite number of possible systems, ˜H, that are consistent with the com-
puted reduced system ̂Hr in this sense—we are interested in those that are close to the original system
Hwith respect to a convenient system norm such asH∞ orH2. In order to proceed, it is convenient to
restrict the class of backwardly compatible systems, ˜H. We consider those that have realizations that
are constant perturbations from the corresponding original system factors:
˜K(s) = K(s) + F, ˜B(s) = B(s) + E, and ˜C(s) = C(s) + G, (40)
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where E, F, and G are constant matrices. The conditions (37), (38), and (39) impose constraints on E, F,
and G. Indeed, (37) and (38) imply that
ŵTi F + ξ Ti = cTi E for i = 1, . . . , r, and
F̂vj + ηj = Gbj for j = 1, . . . , r.
(39) implies that
Ŵ
T
r FV̂r = 0, ŴTr G = 0, and EV̂r = 0.
Taken together, we find that backward perturbations of the form (40) can exist only if
ξ Ti V̂r = 0 for i = 1, . . . , r, and ŴTr ηj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , r. (41)
Thus, we find constraints on the inexact interpolation residuals ξ i and ηj in order for a backwardly
compatible system of the form (40) to exist. More complicated perturbation classes than (40) may be
considered thatwould allowus to remove the conditions (41), of course, but insteadwe choose to focus
on a computational framework that guarantees (41). The Biconjugate Gradient Algorithm (BiCG) will
be an example of an iterative solution strategy that fits this framework [1,4]; others can be constructed
without difficulty, although many standard strategies such as GMRES, do not fit this framework.
4.1. The Petrov–Galerkin framework for inexact solves
We have observed above that (41) is necessary for there to be a well-defined backward error of
the form (40) to exist. The simplest framework within which one may generate reduced order models
that are guaranteed to satisfy this condition involves a Petrov–Galerkin formalism for producing ap-
proximate solutions to (11) and (12). For simplicity, we restrict our discussion to the case thatμi = σi
(identical left and right interpolation points).
Let PN and QN be N-dimensional subspaces of Cn satisfying a nondegeneracy condition:
(K(σi)PN)⊥∩QN = {0} for all shifts,σi tobe considered. ThePetrov–Galerkin framework for generating
approximate solutions to the interpolation conditions (11) and (12) proceeds as follows:
Find v˜j ∈ PN so thatK(σj )˜vj −B(σj)bj ⊥ QN and
find w˜j ∈ QN so thatK(σj)T w˜j − C(σj)Tci ⊥ PN (42)
Computed quantities generated within a Petrov–Galerkin framework will be denoted with a “tilde” to
distinguish them from earlier “hat" quantities where no structure was assumed in the inexact solves.
The following theorem asserts that if a reduced order model is computed within a Petrov–Galerkin
framework (42), then one can obtain a structured backward error that throws the effect of inexact
solves back onto a perturbation on the original dynamical system.
Theorem 4.1. Given a full-order modelH(s) = C(s)K(s)−1B(s), interpolation points {σj}rj=1, and tan-
gent directions {bi}ri=1 and {ci}ri=1, let the inexact solutions v˜j for K(σj)−1B(σj)bj and w˜j for
K(σj)
−TC(σj)Tcj be obtained in a Petrov–Galerkin framework as in (42). Let V˜r and W˜r denote the corre-
sponding inexact interpolatory bases; i.e.,
V˜r = [ v˜1, . . . , v˜r ] and W˜r = [ w˜1, . . . , w˜r ] . (43)
Define residuals
ηj = K(σj )˜vj −B(σj)bj and ξ j = K(σj)T w˜j − C(σj)Tcj,
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residual matrices
Rb = [η1, η2, . . . , ηr] , Rc = [ξ 1, ξ 2, . . . , ξ r] , (44)
and the rank 2r matrix
F2r = Rb(W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr + V˜r(W˜Tr V˜r)−1RTc . (45)
Let ˜Hr(s) = ˜Cr(s)˜Kr(s)−1˜Br(s) denote the computed inexact reduced model via the Petrov–Galerkin
process where
˜Kr(s) = W˜TrK(s)V˜r, ˜Br(s) = W˜TrB(s), and ˜Cr(s) = C(s)V˜r . (46)
Then, ˜Hr(s) exactly tangentially interpolates the perturbed full-order model
˜H(s) = C(s)(K(s) + F2r)−1B(s), (47)
at each σi:
˜H(σi)bi = ˜Hr(σi)bi, cTi ˜H(σi) = cTi ˜Hr(σi),
and cTi
˜H
′
(σi)bi = cTi ˜H′r(σi)bi for each i = 1, . . . , r.
Proof. The computed model, ˜Hr(s), will (exactly) tangentially interpolate a perturbed model ˜H(s) =
C(s)(K(s) + F)−1B(s) provided the following interpolation conditions hold:
(K(σi) + F) v˜i = B(σi)bi and w˜Ti (K(σi) + F) = cTi C(σi) for i = 1, . . . , r.
Equivalently, these canbe interpretedas conditionson theperturbationF. Rewriting thisusingnotation
defined above, Fmust satisfy
FV˜r = Rb and W˜Tr F = RTc . (48)
The Petrov–Galerkin framework guarantees W˜
T
r Rb = 0 andRTc V˜r = 0. Substitution of F2r from (45)
into (48) verifies that F2r is a perturbation toK(s) for which the computed (inexact) vectors become
(exact) interpolation vectors.
Note that since W˜
T
r F2r V˜r = 0,
˜Kr(s) = W˜TrK(s)V˜r = W˜Tr (K(s) + F2r)V˜r .
Consequently, the reduced model ˜Hr(s) obtained by inexact solves in (46) is what one would have
obtained by exact interpolatory model reduction of ˜H(s). 
Theorem 4.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and that W˜
T
r V˜r is nonsingular. Define an oblique
projector, ˜r = V˜r(W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr . The backward perturbation F2r given in Theorem 4.1 satisfies
‖F2r‖F 
√
r ‖˜r‖ ·
(
max
i
‖ηi‖
‖˜vi‖ ςmin(V˜rD)
−1 + max
i
‖ξ i‖
‖w˜i‖ςmin(W˜rD)
−1
)
where ςmin denotes the smallest singular value and ‖M‖F =
√
trace(MTM) denotes the Frobenius norm
of a matrix,M.
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Proof. Note that
‖F2r‖F  ‖Rb(W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr ‖F + ‖V˜r(W˜Tr V˜r)−1RTc‖F .
Let V˜r have an orthogonal factorization as V˜r = QvLv with Q∗vQv = I. Then
‖Rb(W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr ‖F = ‖RbL−1v Lv(W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr ‖F
 ‖RbL−1v ‖F · ‖Lv(W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr ‖
 ‖RbL−1v ‖F · ‖˜r‖
 ‖RbD˜v(LvD˜v)−1‖F · ‖˜r‖
 ‖RbD˜v‖F · ‖(LvD˜v)−1‖ · ‖˜r‖,
where we have introduced a diagonal scaling matrix
D˜v = diag(1/‖˜v1‖, 1/‖˜v2‖, . . . , 1/‖˜vr‖).
Easily one sees ‖RbD˜v‖F 
√
rmax
i
‖ηi‖
‖˜vi‖ . For the remaining term, note that
‖(LvD˜v)−1‖ =
(
min
x
‖V˜rD˜vx‖
‖x‖
)−1
= ςmin(V˜rD˜v)−1
A similar bound for ‖V˜r(W˜Tr V˜r)−1RTc‖F is produced by an analogous process, which leads then to the
final estimate for ‖F2r‖F . 
Note that the perturbation F2r is completely determined by accessible, computed quantities. Hence,
one can use F2r to determine how accurately one must solve the underlying linear systems in order to
assure system fidelity of a given order.
Theorem 4.3. If ‖F2r‖ < 1/‖K(s)−1‖H∞ then
‖H(s) − ˜H(s)‖H2 
‖C(s)K(s)−1‖H2 ‖K(s)−1B(s)‖H∞
1 − ‖K(s)−1‖H∞ ‖F2r‖
‖F2r‖.
Proof. The system-wise backward error associated with inexact solves may be written as
H(s) − ˜H(s) = C(s)K(s)−1B(s) − C(s) (K(s) + F2r)−1B(s)
= C(s)K(s)−1F2r (K(s) + F2r)−1B(s)
= C(s)K(s)−1F2r
(
I +K(s)−1F2r
)−1
K(s)−1B(s).
DefineM(s) = F2r
(
I +K(s)−1F2r
)−1
and observe that
‖H(s) − ˜H(s)‖2H2 =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
‖C(ιω)K(ιω)−1M(ιω)K(ιω)−1B(ιω)‖2F dω
 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
‖C(ιω)K(ιω)−1‖2F · ‖M(ιω) ‖2 · ‖K(ιω)−1B(ιω)‖2 dω

(
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
‖C(ιω)K(ιω)−1‖2F dω
)
· max
ω∈R
‖M(ιω) ‖2 · max
ω∈R
‖K(ιω)−1B(ιω)‖2
 ‖C(s)K(s)−1‖2H2 · ‖K(s)−1B(s)‖2H∞ · ‖M(s)‖2H∞ .
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To estimate ‖M(s)‖H∞ , a rearrangement of the definition ofM(s) provides
M(s) =
(
I −M(s)K(s)−1
)
F2r .
So we have immediately,
‖M(s)‖H∞ = max
ω∈R
‖M(ιω)‖  max
ω∈R
‖I −M(ιω)K(ιω)−1‖ · ‖F2r‖

(
1 + max
ω∈R
‖M(ιω)K(ιω)−1‖
)
‖F2r‖

(
1 + ‖M(s)‖H∞ ‖K(s)−1‖H∞
)
‖F2r‖.
Since ‖K(s)−1‖H∞ ‖F2r‖ < 1, this last expression can be rearranged to obtain
‖M(s)‖H∞ 
‖F2r‖
1 − ‖K(s)−1‖H∞ ‖F2r‖
which implies the conclusion. 
By combining Theorem 3.3 with Theorem 3.2 or combining Theorem 4.2 with Theorem 4.3, we
approachourgoalof connectingquantities thatwehavecontrol over, suchas the termination threshold,
ε, to relevant system theoretic errors, ‖Hr − ̂Hr‖ and ‖H− ˜H‖, which are quantities we would like
to control.
One may use these expressions as a basis to devise and investigate different, effective stopping
criteria in large-scale numerical settings. For example, while ε appears explicitly in Theorem 3.2 in a
way that suggests its use as a relative residual norm threshold; Theorem 4.2 suggests a scaling of the
residual norm by the norm of the solution vector as another possible stopping criterion. These and
related ideas are the focus of on-going work.
4.2. Quantities of interest in derived bounds
By combining Theorem 4.2 with Theorem 4.3, one observes that perturbation effects of the inexact
solves on the system theoretical (model reduction related) measures critically depend on the four
quantities: Thenormof theobliqueprojector ˜r = V˜r(W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr of theunderlyingmodel reduction
problem, reciprocals of the minimum singular values of the scaled primitive bases V˜rD and W˜rD; and
the stopping criterion ε for the inexact solves, (which affects max
i
‖ηi‖
‖˜vi‖ and maxi
‖ξ i‖
‖w˜i‖ ).
The ε term is associateddirectlywith inexact solves and is under the control of theuser. The remain-
ing quantities ςmin(V˜rD)
−1, ςmin(W˜rD)−1 and ‖˜r‖, depend largely on the selection of interpolation
points {σi} and tangent directions, but the influence of interpolation data on the magnitude of these
quantities is difficult to anticipate.
In this section, we will investigate experimentally the effects of the interpolation point selection
on the three quantities of interest, ςmin(V˜rD)
−1, ςmin(W˜rD)−1 and ‖˜r‖, appearing in the derived
bounds. These quantities are continuous with respect to the primitive basis vectors, {˜v1, . . . , v˜r} and
{w˜1, . . . , w˜r} in neighborhoods where W˜Tr V˜r is nonsingular (i.e., where the projector ˜r is well de-
fined). Thus it will be sufficient to examine how themagnitudes of the quantities of interest depend on
interpolationdata presuming that thenecessary linear solves are done exactly; formodest convergence
thresholds, the effect of inexact solves on these magnitudes is secondary to the effect of interpolation
point location.
For our numerical study,weuse the International Space Station 12AModule as the full-ordermodel.
Themodelhasordern = 1412.Weexaminea single-input single-output subsystem,H(s), reducing the
order from 1412 to order rwith r varying from 2 to 70 in increments of two. For each reduced order, we
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Fig. 2. Comparison of ςmin(VrD)
−1, ςmin(WrD)−1 and ‖r‖ for random shift selections relative to values forH2-optimal shifts.
chose 2000 random shift selections and computed ςmin(VrD)
−1, ςmin(WrD)−1 and ‖r‖. For each r,
r/2 shifts were sampled from a uniform distribution on a rectangular region in the positive half-plane:⎧⎨⎩z ∈ C
∣∣∣∣∣∣minλ |Re(λ)|  Re(z)  maxλ |Re(λ)||Im(z)|  maxλ |Im(λ)|
⎫⎬⎭, where the max and min are taken over all the
poles of the system. The remaining r/2 shifts were taken to be the complex conjugates of this random
sample, so as to produce a shift configuration that was closed under conjugation. Additionally for each
r, we applied model reduction using theH2-optimal interpolation points generated by the method of
[16]. Then, for each r, out of the 2000 randomly generated shift selections, we counted the number
of cases where the random shift selection yielded smaller values of ςmin(VrD)
−1, ςmin(WrD)−1 and‖r‖. The results are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show that for most of the cases, theH2-optimal
interpolation points yield smaller values for ςmin(VrD)
−1, ςmin(WrD)−1. Indeed, for r  48, the H2-
optimal points produced smaller values in more than 99% of the cases. Also, for the last three cases:
r = 66, r = 68, and r = 70, theH2-optimal interpolationpoints alwaysyielded smaller quantities. The
results are even more dramatic for the projector norm, which is important in scaling the perturbation
effects caused by inexact solves, see Theorem 4.2: Out of 70,000 cases (2000 selections for each r
value), theH2-optimal interpolation point selection produced smaller condition numbers in all except
7 instances: 5 instances for r = 2, and 2 instances for r = 8. These numerical results illustrate thatH2-
optimal interpolation points can be expected to yield smaller values for ςmin(VrD)
−1, ςmin(WrD)−1
and ‖r‖, and hence should produce reduced order models that are more robust with respect to
perturbations.
Fig. 2 also shows that for r = 14, 48% of the randomly selected shifts yielded smaller values
of ςmin(VrD)
−1. However, when we inspected the 2000 randomly selected shift sets for r = 14
in more detail, we observed some interesting additional features. We computed the three quantities
ςmin(VrD)
−1,ςmin(WrD)−1 and ‖r‖ for each of the 2000 randomly selected shift sets, and compared
themwith the corresponding value derived from anH2-optimal shift selection. The results are shown
in Fig. 3. The topplot showsςmin(VrD)/ςmin(V
opt
r D)whereV
opt
r stands for theprimitive interpolatory
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Fig. 3. Detailed comparison for r = 14.
basis for theH2-optimal points. Thebigger this ratio, thebetter the randomshift selection. Even though
for 48% of the cases, the random selection was better, the highest this ratio becomes is 2.20, i.e., the
random shifts were never much better than a factor of 2 better than whatH2-optimal shifts provided.
For the remaining 52% of the cases, the randomly selected shifts were worse, and often worse by a
factor of 100 or more. The situation for Wr is shown in the middle plot. Once more, the situation is
dramatically in the favor of theH2-optimal interpolation pointswhen the projector norm is inspected;
the bottom plot in Fig. 3 which depicts the ratio ‖r‖/‖optr ‖ where optr denotes the projector
for the H2-optimal points. As illustrated in Fig. 2, there are no random shift cases yielding a smaller
projector norm. Furthermore, inmany cases the projector norm for the randomshift selection is almost
4 order of magnitudes higher than that of the H2-optimal points. Indeed, on average the projector
norm for the random points is 8.19×101 times higher. These numbers changemore in the favor of the
H2-optimal points as r increases. For example, for r = 50, while the ratio ςmin(VrD)/ςmin(Voptr D)
becomes only as high as 1.48, it becomes as low as 2.89 × 10−4 for some random selections; and
the ratio, ‖r‖/‖optr ‖, can reach as high as 2.91 × 105. For r = 70, ‖r‖ for random selection is
1.73 × 102 times higher than ‖optr ‖ on average. The three quantities we have been investigating
appear to be extremely well conditioned for H2-optimal interpolation points. Even for r = 70, both
ςmin(V
opt
r D)
−1, ςmin(W
opt
r D)
−1 remain smaller than 10 and ‖optr ‖ is smaller than 7.
5. Inexact solves in optimal interpolatory approximation
The quality of the reduced-order model in interpolatory model reduction clearly depends on the
selection of interpolation points and tangent directions. Until recently, this selection process was
mostly ad hoc, and this factor had been the principal disadvantage of interpolatory model reduc-
tion. For systems in standard first-order state-space form, Gugercin et al. [16] have produced that an
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H2-optimal interpolation point / tangent direction selection strategy and proposed an Iterative Ratio-
nal Krylov Algorithm (IRKA) to generate interpolatory reduced-ordermodels that are (locally) optimal
with respect to theH2 norm. (AnH2-optimal interpolation point selection strategy is still unknown for
the general coprime factorization framework.) In this section, we investigate the behavior of inexact
solveswithin theH2-optimal interpolatory approximation setting, specifically examining the behavior
when inexact solves are employed in IRKA. In the rest of this section, we briefly review the optimalH2
approximation problem and the method of [16]. We then show how inexact solves can be employed
effectively in this setting and discuss observed effects on optimality of the final reduced model. Our
discussion focuses on systems in first-order descriptor form:
H(s) = C(sE − A)−1B, (49)
where E,A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m and C ∈ Rp×n.
5.1. OptimalH2 approximation problem
Given the full-order system as in (49), the goal of the optimal H2 model reduction problem is to
find a reduced-order modelHr(s) that minimizes theH2 error; i.e.,
‖H−Hr‖H2 = min
Gr stable
dim(Gr)=r
‖H− Gr‖H2 . (50)
Many researchers have worked on this problem. These efforts can be grouped into two categories:
Lyapunov-basedoptimalH2 methods suchas [31,26,17,18,30,32]; and interpolation-basedoptimalH2
methods such as [23,16,15,29,10,14,20,5,7]. Here, wewill focus on the interpolation-based approach.
However we note that Gugercin et al. [16] has shown that these two frameworks are theoretically
equivalent; hence motivating the use of interpolatory approaches to optimalH2 approximation since
they are numerically superior to the Lyapunov-based approaches.
Since the optimization problem (50) is nonconvex, obtaining a global minimizer is a hard task and
can be intractable. The usual approach is to find reduced ordermodels that satisfy first-order necessary
optimality conditions. Meier and Luenberger [23] introduced interpolation-basedH2-optimality con-
ditions for SISO systems. Analogous H2-optimality conditions for MIMO systems have recently been
developed by [16,10,29]which in turn have led to analogous algorithms for theMIMO case; see [16,10]
for more details.
Theorem 5.1. GivenH(s) = C(sE − A)−1B, letHr(s) = ∑ri=1 1s−λ̂i cibTi be the best rth order approxi-
mation ofHwith respect to theH2 norm. Then
(a)H(−λ̂k)bk = Hr(−λ̂k)bk, (b) cTkH(−λ̂k) = cTkHr(−λ̂k), and (51)
(c) cTkH
′(−λ̂k)bk = cTkH′r(−λ̂k)bk for k = 1, 2, ..., r.
5.1.1. An algorithm for interpolatory optimalH2 model reduction
Theorem 5.1 reveals that any H2 optimal reduced-order model Hr(s) is a bitangential Hermite
interpolant to H(s) at mirror images of the reduced-order poles. However, since the interpolation
points and the tangent directions (and consequently, Vr andWr), depend on the final reduced-model
to be computed, they are not known a priori. The Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (IRKA) of [16]
resolves this problem by iteratively correcting the interpolation points and the directions as outlined
in Algorithm 1: The reduced-order poles are reflected across the imaginary axis to become the next
set of interpolation points; the tangent directions are corrected using residue directions from the
current reduced model. Upon convergence, the resulting interpolatory reduced-order model satisfies
the necessary conditions of Theorem 5.1. For further details on IRKA, see [16].
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Algorithm 1. IRKA for MIMOH2 optimal tangential interpolation
1. Make an initial r-fold shift selection: {σ1, . . . , σr} and initial tangent directions bˆ1, . . . , bˆr and cˆ1, . . . , cˆr .
2. Vr =
[
(σ1E − A)−1Bbˆ1 · · · (σrE − A)−1Bbˆr
]
,
Wr =
[
(σ1 E − AT )−1CT cˆ1 · · · (σr E − AT )−1CT cˆ1
]
.
3. While (not converged):
(a) Ar = WTr AVr , Er = WTr EVr , Br = WTr B, and Cr = CVr .
(b) Compute Y∗ArX = diag(λ˜i) and Y∗ErX = Ir where Y∗ and X are
the left and right eigenvector matrices for λEr − Ar .
(c) σi ←− −λi(Ar, Er) for i = 1, . . . , r, bˆ∗i ←− eTi Y∗Br and cˆi ←− CrXei .
(d) Vr =
[
(σ1E − A)−1Bbˆ1 · · · (σrE − A)−1Bbˆr
]
.
(e) Wr =
[
(σ1 E − AT )−1CT cˆ1 · · · (σr E − AT )−1CT cˆ1
]
.
4. Ar = WTr AVr , Er = WTr EVr , Br = WTr B, Cr = CVr .
5.2. Inexact Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (InxIRKA)
For large system order, onemay see from Algorithm 1, that themain cost of IRKA will generally be
solving2r large linear systemsat each step. If the IRKA iteration converges in k steps, a total of 2rk linear
systemswill need to be solved. In settings where system dimension reaches into themillions, iterative
linear system solvers become necessary and inexact linear system solves must be incorporated into
IRKA. We refer to the modified algorithm as the Inexact Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (InxIRKA)
and describe it in Algorithm2below.Weemploy the Petrov–Galerkin framework for the inexact solves.
In Algorithm 2, the function FPG in
[˜vi, w˜i] = FPG
(
A, E, B, σi, bi, ci, v
(0),w(0), ε
)
denotes an inexact solve using a Petrov–Galerkin framework to approximately solve the linear systems
(σiE − A)vi = Bbi and (σiE − A)T wi = CT ci with initial guesses v(0) and w(0), respectively, and a
relative residual termination tolerance ε, i.e., at the end,
‖(σiE − A)˜vi − Bbi‖
‖Bbi‖  ε and
‖(σiE − A)T w˜i − CTci‖
‖CTci‖  ε
.
Algorithm 2. InxIRKA for MIMOH2 optimal tangential interpolation
1. Make an initial r-fold shift selection: {σ1, . . . , σr} and initial tangent directions bˆ1, . . . , bˆr and cˆ1, . . . , cˆr .
2. [˜vi, w˜i] = FPG (A, E, B, σi, bi, ci, 0, 0, ε) for i = 1, . . . , r.
3. V˜r = [ v˜1, v˜2, . . . , v˜r ] and W˜r = [ w˜1, w˜2, . . . , w˜r ].
4. While (not converged):
(a) A˜r = W˜Tr AV˜r , E˜r = W˜Tr EV˜r , B˜r = W˜Tr B, and C˜r = CV˜r .
(b) Compute Y∗A˜rX = diag(λ˜i) and Y∗E˜rX = Ir where Y∗ andX are the left and right eigenvectormatrices
of λEr − Ar .
(c) σi ←− −λi(A˜r, E˜r) for i = 1, . . . , r, bˆ∗i ←− eTi Y∗B˜r and
cˆi ←− C˜rXei .
(d) [˜vi, w˜i] = FPG (A, E, B, σi, bi, ci, v˜i, w˜i, ε) for i = 1, . . . , r.
(e) V˜r = [ v˜1, v˜2, . . . , v˜r ] and W˜r = [ w˜1, w˜2, . . . , w˜r ].
5. A˜r = W˜Tr AV˜r , E˜r = W˜Tr EV˜r , B˜r = W˜Tr B, and C˜r = CV˜r .
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Asdiscussedand illustrated in [16,3], inmost cases IRKA converges rapidly; that is, the interpolation
points and directions at the kth step of IRKA stagnate rapidlywith respect to k. Letσ (k)i and b
(k)
i denote
the ith interpolation point and right-tangential direction, respectively, at the kth step. Then we expect
that as k increases, the solution v
(k)
i of the linear system (σ
(k)
i E − A)v(k) = Bb(ki from the kth step
approaches to the solution v
(k+1)
i of the linear system (σ
(k+1)
i E− A)v(k+1) = Bb(k+1)i at the (k+ 1)st
step. This is precisely the reason that in Step 4.(d) of Algorithm 2, we use v
(k)
i as an initial guess in
solving (σ
(k+1)
i E−A)v(k+1) = Bb(k+1)i at the (k+ 1)st. We expect that this initialization strategy will
speed-up the convergence of the iterative solves.
The development of effective stopping criteria based rationally on system theoretic error measures
as we have introduced them here is the focus of on-going work. Similar approaches toward the design
of effective preconditioning techniques and reuse of preconditioners tailored for interpolatory model
reduction and especially for optimalH2 approximation are also under investigation.
5.3. Effect of inexact solves in the InxIRKA setting
The first question to answer in InxIRKA is whether a statement can be made about the optimality
as in the exact IRKA case. Employing the Petrov–Galerkin framework makes this possible:
Corollary 5.1. Let ˜Hr(s) be obtained by Algorithm 2. Then ˜Hr(s) satisfies the necessary conditions for
optimal H2 approximation of a nearby full-order model ˜H(s) = C(sE − (A + F2r))−1B where F2r is the
rank-2r perturbation matrix defined in (45).
Corollary 5.1 shows that with the help of the underlying Petrov–Galerkin framework, we state that
the final reduced model of InxIRKA is an optimalH2 approximation to a nearby full-order model.
As we discussed in Section 4.2, for a good selection of interpolation points, interpolatory model
reduction is expected to be robust with respect to perturbations due to inexact solves. Hence, if one
feeds the optimal interpolation points from IRKA into an inexact interpolation framework, we expect
that the resulting reduced model will be close to the optimal reduced model of IRKA. However, the
optimal interpolation points are not known initially and InxIRKA will be initiated with a nonoptimal
initial shift selection. If the initial interpolation points and directions are poorly selected, at the early
stages of the iteration, perturbations due to inexact solves might be magnified by this poor selection.
One can avoid this scenario by using a small termination threshold ε in the early steps of InxIRKA,
and then gradually increase ε as the iteration starts to converge. However, we note that in our numer-
ical experiments using random initialization strategies, InxIRKA performed robustly and yielded high
fidelity reduced models that are also close to the true optimal reduced model. This is illustrated in
Section 5.4 below. Effective initialization strategies are discussed in [16] as well.
5.4. Numerical results for InxIRKA
Herewe illustrate the usage of inexact solves in the optimalH2 approximation setting by comparing
IRKA with InxIRKA. We use the example of Section 3.3, but with a finer discretization leading to a
state-space dimension of n = 20,209. We focus on a MIMO version using 2-inputs and 2-outputs.
We reduce the order to r = 6 using both IRKA and InxIRKA. In InxIRKA, the dual linear systems
are solved in a Petrov–Galerkin framework using BiCG [4] where we use three different values for
the relative residual termination threshold of ε: 10−5, 10−3, and 10−1. In all cases, the behavior of
InxIRKA is virtually indistinguishable from that of IRKA. Starting with the same initial conditions,
both IRKA and InxIRKA converge within 10 iteration steps in all 5 cases. The evolution of theH2 errors‖H−Hr‖H2 and‖H−˜Hr‖H2 during the course of IRKA and InxIRKA, respectively, are depicted in the
top plot of Fig. 4. The figure shows that InxIRKA behavior is almost an exact replica of that of IRKA. The
deviation from the exact IRKA is noticeable in the graph only for ε = 10−1. To illustrate howmuchHr
deviates from ˜Hr as IRKA and InxIRKA evolve, we show the progress of ‖Hr − ˜Hr‖H2 in the bottom
plot of Fig. 4. For this example, we initialized both IRKA and InxIRKA with an initial reduced-order
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Fig. 4. Evolution of theH2 error during IRKA and InxIRKA.
Table 4
Evolution of the model reduction errors as ε varies.
ε H2 error H∞ error
0 3.708415753 × 10−4 1.084442854 × 10−2
10−5 3.708415754 × 10−4 1.084425703 × 10−2
10−4 3.708415778 × 10−4 1.084282001 × 10−2
10−3 3.708418102 × 10−4 1.082437228 × 10−2
10−2 3.708621743 × 10−4 1.064836300 × 10−2
10−1 3.716780975 × 10−4 1.055441476 × 10−2
Table 5
Evolution of the perturbation error as ε varies.
ε ‖Hr − ˜Hr‖H2 ‖Hr − ˜Hr‖H∞
10−5 5.1921 × 10−9 2.7776 × 10−7
10−4 5.7156 × 10−8 2.4611 × 10−6
10−3 6.3982 × 10−7 2.1043 × 10−5
10−2 5.9277 × 10−6 2.0910 × 10−4
10−1 2.2056 × 10−5 2.9228 × 10−3
model (as opposed to specifying initial interpolation points and tangent directions). Thus,Hr = ˜Hr
initially and no linear solvers are involved in the first (k = 0) step. One could expect that perturbation
errors due to inexact solves might accumulate over the course of the InxIRKA iteration, but this does
not appear to be the case as this figure illustrates. The magnitude of ‖Hr − ˜Hr‖H2 remains relatively
constant throughout the iteration at a magnitude proportional to the termination criterion.
The resulting H2 and H∞ model reduction errors, ‖H − Hr‖H2 and ‖H − Hr‖H∞ (with Hr
obtained from IRKA), vs. ‖H− ˜Hr‖H2 and ‖H− ˜Hr‖H∞ (with ˜Hr obtained from InxIRKA) are given
as ε varies in Table 4 below. The row corresponding to ε = 0 represents the errors due to exact IRKA.
These numbers demonstrate that employing inexact solves in InxIRKA does not degrade the model
reduction performance.We alsomeasure the difference betweenHr and˜Hr in bothH2 andH∞ norms
as ε varies. These results are tabulated in Table 5: Note that while ‖H−Hr‖H2 and ‖H−Hr‖H∞
are respectively O(10−4) and O(10−2), the contributions attributable toHr − ˜Hr are much smaller
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Table 6
Optimal interpolations points as ε varies.
σi(IRKA) σi(InxIRKA), ε = 10−3 σi(InxIRKA), ε = 10−1
1.0802 × 10−5 1.0800 × 10−5 1.2396 × 10−5
9.7164 × 10−4 9.7080 × 10−4 9.5860 × 10−4
6.6310 × 10−3 6.6246 × 10−3 6.5923 × 10−3
5.7925 × 10−2 5.7938 × 10−2 5.7929 × 10−2
9.0460 × 10−1 9.0419 × 10−1 8.9877 × 10−1
1.4127 × 100 1.4126 × 100 1.4104 × 100
Fig. 5. Evolution of BiCG effort during InxIRKA for shift closest to the imaginary axis.
in magnitude and do not alter the resulting (optimal) model reduction performance in any significant
way. If one were to convert the perturbation errors in Table 5 to relative error (as opposed to the
displayed absolute error), both ‖Hr − ˜Hr‖H2 and ‖Hr − ˜Hr‖H∞ starts atO(10−6) for ε = 10−5, and
increases linearly by one order as ε increases by the same amount.
We finally list, in Table 6, the final exact and inexact optimal interpolation points due to IRKA, and
InxIRKA for ε = 10−3 and ε = 10−1: Not surprisingly, the resulting interpolation points are very
close to each other (though not the same). This can be viewed as another illustration of the fact that
˜Hr is anH2 optimal approximation to a nearby full-order system.
As discussed above, in the implementation of InxIRKA, we used the solution vectors from the previ-
ous step as the initial guess for the linear system in thenext step taking advantage of the convergence in
the interpolation points and tangent directions. To illustrate the effectiveness of this simple approach,
throughout InxIRKA we monitor the number of BiCG steps required to solve each linear system. We
illustrate the behavior only for one of the interpolation points. We choose the interpolation points
closest to the imaginary axis since these produce the hardest linear systems to solve and invariably
contribute most to the cost of inexact solves. Fig. 5 depicts the number of BiCG steps required as
InxIRKA proceeds for these interpolation points using three different stopping criteria ε = 10−5,
ε = 10−3 and ε = 10−1. The figure clearly illustrates that re-using the solutions from the previous
steps works very effectively in reducing the overall cost of the BiCG. The number of BiCG steps goes
from 1200 down to 200 in 3 to 4 steps.
6. Structure-preserving interpolation for descriptor systems
The backward error analysis of Section 4 has been presented for the transfer functions in the gen-
eralized coprime factorization form as in (2). In this section, we show that stronger conclusions on the
structure of the reduced system can be drawn in the case the system has a realization as a descriptor
system, that is,
H(s) = C(sE − A)−1B, (52)
where E,A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m, and C ∈ Rp×n are constantmatrices. In this case, for the interpolation
points
{
σj
}r
j=1, and the tangent directions
{
bj
}r
j=1 and
{
cj
}r
j=1, the associated primitive interpolatory
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bases Vr andWr can be obtained from (13) and (14) usingK(s) = sE−A,B(s) = B (constant matrix)
and C(s) = C (constant matrix). Then, the resulting reduced-order model is given by
Hr(s) = Cr(sEr − Ar)−1Br, (53)
where
Er = WTr EVr, Ar = WTr AVr, Br = WTr B, and Cr = CVr . (54)
Let the set S = {σi, bi, ci} denote given tangential interpolation data. Define the matrices L[H, S] ∈
C
r×r andM[H, S] ∈ Cr×r corresponding to the dynamical systemH(s) and interpolation data S:
(L[H, S])i,j :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
cTi
(
H(σi) −H(σj)) bj
σi − σj if i = j
cTiH
′(σi)bi if i = j
(55)
(M[H, S])i,j :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
cTi
(
σiH(σi) − σjH(σj)) bj
σi − σj if i = j
cTi [sH(s)]′
∣∣
s=σi bi if i = j
(56)
L[H, S] is the Loewnermatrix associatedwith the interpolationdataS and thedynamical systemH(s),
M[H, S] is the shifted Loewner matrix associated with the interpolation data S and the system sH(s),
see [3,22]. The next theorem presents a canonical structure for the exact interpolatory reduced-order
model (53) and (54).
Theorem 6.1 [22]. Given a full-order modelH(s) = C(sE − A)−1B and tangential interpolation data
S = {σi, bi, ci}, then the reduced-order quantities in (54) satisfy
Er = −L[H, S],
Ar = −M[H, S],
Br =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cT1H(σ1)
...
cTrH(σr)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
Cr = [H(σ1)b1, . . . , H(σr)br ].
(57)
6.1. The Petrov–Galerkin framework and structure preservation
Theorem 6.1 presents a canonical form for the exact bitangential Hermite interpolant in the case
of standard state-space model. Next we show that if a Petrov–Galerkin framework is employed in the
solution of the linear systems, the inexact reduced-model will have exactly the same form as the exact
one. The result is a direct consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 6.1.
Corollary 6.1. Given the standard full-ordermodelH(s) = C(sE−A)−1B together with the interpolation
dataS = {σi, bi, ci}, let the inexact solutions v˜j for (σjE−A)−1Bbj and w˜j for (σjE−A)−TCTcj be obtained
in a Petrov–Galerkin framework as in (42). Let V˜r and W˜r denote the corresponding inexact Krylov bases
as in (43). Define the residuals
η˜j = (σjE − A)˜vj − Bbj and ξ˜ j = (σjE − A)T w˜j − CTcj.
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Let the residual matrices Rb and Rc, and the rank 2r matrix F2r be as defined in (44) and (45), respectively.
Then, the inexact interpolatory reduced-order model
˜Hr(s) = C˜r(s˜Er − A˜r)−1B˜r (58)
is an exact Hermite bitangential interpolant for the perturbed full-order model
˜H(s) = C(sE − (A + F2r))−1B. (59)
Moreover, the reduced-order quantities satisfy
E˜r = −L[˜H, S],
A˜r = −M[˜H, S],
B˜r =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cT1
˜H(σ1)
...
cTr
˜H(σr)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , C˜r = [ ˜H(σ1)b1, . . . , ˜H(σr)br ]. (60)
where L[˜H, S] andM[˜H, S] are the Loewner matrices associated with the dynamical systems ˜H(s) and
s˜H(s) respectively, and the interpolation data S as defined in (55) and (56).
Corollary 6.1 reveals that the inexact reduced-order model quantities have exactly the same struc-
ture as their exact counterparts. The interpolation data S is the same in both cases; the only difference
is that H(s) is replaced by ˜H(s) in the construction that yields the Loewner-matrix structure. The
preservation of this structure is independent of the accuracy to which the linear systems are solved. In
the case where E = I, the structure of the exact and inexact reduced-models becomes even simpler:
Corollary 6.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 with E = I. Then the exact interpolantHr(s) =
Cr(sIr − Ar)−1Br satisfies
Ar =  − QB, Br = Q, and Cr = [H(σ1)b1, . . . , H(σr)br ], (61)
where
Q = (WTr Vr)−1WTr B,  = diag(σ1, . . . , σr) and B = [b1, . . . , br]. (62)
Assume the hypotheses of Corollary 6.1withE = I. Then, the inexact interpolant˜Hr(s) = C˜r(sIr−A˜r)−1B˜r
satisfies
A˜r =  − Q˜B, B˜r = Q˜, and C˜r = [ ˜H(σ1)b1, . . . , ˜H(σr)br ], (63)
where
Q˜ = (W˜Tr V˜r)−1W˜Tr B, (64)
˜H(s) is the perturbed full-order model as in (59) with E = I, and  and B are as defined in (62).
Corollary 6.2 illustrates that in the case of E = I, both of the reduced system matrices, Ar and A˜r ,
are perturbations of rank min(r,m, p) to the diagonal matrix of interpolation points, .
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